Wireless
from Castle

where security & simplicity meet
868MHz, class 6 technology

Castle offers you a 868MHz Class 6 wireless detection solution that will not only fully integrate
with the EURO-MERiDIAN range, but also work with any manufacturer’s control panel.

Why a wireless world?
Wireless security equipment
• Easy installation in buildings with unusual architecture such as
listed buildings or those with high ceilings, sealed walls, mirrored
or glass walls.
• A great solution for new and retrofit installations, or remote
monitoring applications, as the flexible design concept of wireless
products allows for the expansion of a current system.
• Save on the cost of cable and installation time - great for meeting
deadlines and cost constraints.
• Virtually any size system can be created reliably and economically
with reliable, proven technology.

technology™ broadcasts with 25mW of power on a number of
different channels.
• Castle wireless products transmit on a number of different
channels across a 10MHz band to maximise range and reliability
making signal transmission almost impossible to block.
• Broadcasting with 25mW of power gives a ‘line-of-sight’ range up
to 1km; offering superior building penetration.
• Fully supervised with regular polling; keeping you informed of any
device failure, batteries at a low level, or if the device is removed
from site.
• Compatible with the EchoEnhanced™ Repeater. The repeater

868MHz EchoEnhanced Technology™
• Most 868MHz wireless products run on one narrow-band channel
(0.1MHz wide), broadcasting at only 10mW of power. EchoEnhanced

acts as a range expander for any EchoEnhanced™ transmission it
hears. This gives the flexibility to cover vast areas with confidence.
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Receivers
Wirelessly enable any control panel using receivers. With flexible choices for managing the wireless network;
configure, enable and monitor the network, providing you with the ultimate benefit of wireless with any
application.
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Transmitters
Based on EchoEnhanced technology™, these transmitters have excellent range and reliability making them the
ideal solution for both domestic and commercial applications. They can be used with any standard N/O, N/C
contact, are fully supervised and supplied with a battery with a life span of up to 5 years.
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Pendants / Panic Attack Buttons (PAB)
A wide range of 25 mW wireless pendants / PABs means that there is virtually no limit to the applications.
Cover large sites and such as industrial premises and multi-level buildings with ease. Each pendant has low
battery alert and is fully supervised, ensuring its presence on-site at all times.
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Specialised transmitters
A range of specialised transmitter/ detector combinations offers wireless solutions for almost any application.
Each feature increased immunity to interference, vibration, static, lightning, ambient temperature changes to
minimise false alarm activations.
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This technology also features an automatic
test feature and is self-monitoring, alerting
users when maintenance is needed.
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